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ABSTRACT. We give two types of mixed Hadamard inequalities containing

the terms T, \T\, and |T*|, where T is a bounded linear operator on a com-

plex Hubert space. As an immediate consequence of these results, we can

easily show some extensions of the Hadamard inequality and also the Heinze

inequality:

M \(Tx,y)\2 < (\T\2ax,x)(.\T*\2^-"îy,y)

for any T, any x,y in H, and any real number a with 0 < a < 1. And the

following conditions are equivalent in case 0 < a < 1:

(1) the equality in (*) holds;

(2) |T|2ai and T'y are linearly dependent;

(3) Tx and \T*\2(l~a}y are linearly dependent.

Results in this paper would remain valid for unbounded operators under

slight modifications.

1. Introduction. An operator T means a bounded linear operator on a com-

plex Hubert space H. We give two types of mixed Hadamard theorems containing

the terms T, \T\, and \T*\. These results are some extensions of Hadamard's theo-

rem and the Heinz inequality

(I3) \(Tx,y)\2<(\T\2ax,x)(\T*\2^y,y)

for any T, any x,y in H, and any real number a with 0 < a < 1. Also we

scrutinize the cases when the equalities in these mixed Hadamard theorems hold.

As an immediate consequence of this scrutiny, we can show that the equality in

(13) holds if and only if |T|2aa: and T*y are linearly dependent if and only if Tx

and |T*|2(I-Q'w are linearly dependent in case a with 0 < a < 1. Since (I3) is

equivalent to (I4)

(14) KT^^l^illTl^iilUT*!1-^!,
so that one might believe that the equality in (I3) or (I4) would hold if and only if

|T|2qz and IT*!2'1-")« are linearly dependent or |T|Qz and |T*|1_0:« are linearly

dependent. But here we can give a simple counter example to these mistakes. By

this reason, the form of (I3) is more convenient than (I4) in order to remind us of

the case when the equality in (I3) or (I4) holds. This paper extends the results

obtained in [3 and 4].
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2. Statement of the results.

THEOREM l (MIXED HADAMARD TYPE 1). For any operator T onH, any

X\,x2,... ,xn in H, and any nonnegative number a and ß with a + ß = 1, let Gn

be defined by

(\T\2axi,xi)        (Txi,x2) (Txi,xz)        ...        (Txi,xn)

(T*x2,xi)      (\T*\2ßx2,x2)    (\T*\2ßx2,x3)    ...    (IT*]2^,^)

Gn=      (T*x3,xi)      (\T*\2ßx3,x2)    (|T*|2^3,x3)    ...    (\T*\2ßx3,xn)

(T*xn,xi)      (|T*|2^n,a;2)    (\T*\2ßxn,x3)    ...    (\T*\2ßxn,xn)

Then

(Ii) 0<Gn<\\\T\axi\\2Yl\\\T*\ßx
] = 2

11l   •

Let Si(a) and S2(ß) be two systems of vectors defined by

Si(a) = {\T\2axi,T*x2,T*x3,...,T*xn}

and

S2(ß) = {Txi, \T*\20x2, \T*\2ßx3,..., \T*\2ßxn}.

(1) 0 < a < 1. (i) Gn = 0 iff S i (a) is a system of linearly dependent vectors iff

S2(ß) is a system of linearly dependent vectors.

(ii)   The following conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent:

(a) the right-hand side equality in (Ii ) holds,

(b) the following (bi) or (b2) holds:

(bi)   (TxuXj) = 0 for j = 2,3,... ,n and (IT*!2^^,^) = 0 for j < k
(i = 2,3,...,n-l).

(b2)  Si(a) contains the zero vector (equivalently, S2(ß) contains the zero

vector).

(2) a = 1.  (i) Gn = 0 iff S2(0) = {Txi,x2,x3,... ,xn} is a system of linearly

dependent vectors.

(ii)   The following conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent:

(a) the right-hand side equality in (Ii) holds,

(b) the following (bi) or (b2) holds:

(bi)   (Txi, Xj) = 0 for j = 2,3,...,n and (x3,xk) = 0 for j < k (j = 2,

3,...,n-l).

(b2)  S2(0) contains the zero vector.

(3) a = 0.   (i) Gn = 0 iff Si (0) = {xi,T*x2,T*x3,... ,T*xn} is a system of

linearly dependent vectors.

(ii)   The following conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent:

(a) the right-hand side equality in (Ii ) holds,

(b) the following (bi) or (b2) holds:

(bi)   (xi,T*x3) = 0 for j = 2,3,...,n and (|T*|2x:,,a:fc) = 0 for j < k
(j = 2,3,...,n-l).

(b2)  Si(0) contains the zero vector.
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THEOREM 2 (MIXED HADAMARD TYPE 2). For any operator T onH, any

Xi, x2,..., xn in H, and any nonnegative number a and ß with a + ß = 1, let G2n

be defined by

(\T\2axi,xi) (Txi,x2)      ...    (|r|aQn,x2n_i) (Txi,x2n)

(T*x2,xi) (|T*|2^2,x2)   ...       (T*x2,x2n„i) (|T*|2^x2,x2n)

(\T\2ax2n_i,xi)      (Tx2n-i,x2)   ...(\T\2ax2n-i,x2n-i)      (Tx2n.i,x2n)

(T*x2n,xi)        (\T*\2ßx2n,x2) ...      (T*x2n,x2n-i)        (|T*|2^2n,x2n)

Then
n

(I2) 0 < G2n < [] \\\T\ax2]-i\\2\\\T*\ßx2]\\2.

i'=i

Let Si(a) and S2(ß) be two systems of vectors defined by

Si(a) = {\T\2axi,T*x2,\T\2ax3,T*x4,...,\T\2ax2n-i,T*x2n}

and

S2(ß) = {Txi, \T*\2ßx2,Tx3, \T*\2ßXi,.. .,Tx2n.t, \T*\2ßx2n}.

(1) 0 < a < 1. (i) G2n = 0 iff Si (a) is a system of linearly dependent vectors iff

S2(ß) is a system of linearly dependent vectors.

(ii)   The following conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent:

(a) the right-hand side equality in (I2) holds,

(b) the following (bi) or (b2) holds:

(bi)   (|T*|2^2„x2fc) = 0 forj ¿ k, (\T\2ax2j-i,x2k-i) = 0 for j ¿ k and

(Tx2j-i,x2k) =0 for j,k = 1,2,...,».

(b2)  0 e Si(a) (equivalents, 0 € S2(ß)).

(2) a = 1. (i) G2n = 0 iff S2(0) = {Txi,x2,Tx3,x4, ■ ■ ■ ,Tx2n-i,x2n} is a

system of linearly dependent vectors.

(ii)   The following conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent:

(a) the right-hand side equality in (12) holds,

(b) the following (bi) or (b2) holds:

(bi)   (x2j,x2k) = 0 for j ^ k, (|T|2x2:,_i,a;2fc_1) = 0 for j ¿ k and

(Tx2j-i,x2k) =0 for j,k = 1,2, ...,n.

(b2)  0GS2(0).

(3) a = 0. (i) G2n =0 i^Si(O) = {xi,T*x2,x3,T*xA,...,x2n-i,T*x2n} is a

system of linearly dependent vectors.

(ii)   The following conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent:

(a) the right-hand side equality in (I2) holds,

(b) the following (bi) or (b2) holds:

(bi)   (|T*|2x2:î-,a:2fe) = 0 for j / k, (x2j-i,x2k-i) = 0 for j ¿ k and

(x2j-i,T*x2k) =0 for j,k= 1,2,...,».

(b2)  0€5i(0).

COROLLARY 1.   For any operator T on H,

(Is) \(Tx,y)\2<(\T\2ax,x)(\T*\2^-a)y,y)

holds for any x, y in H and any real number a with 0 < a < 1.
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(1) 0<Q<1. The equality in (l3) holds iff\T\2ax andT*y are linearly dependent

iffTx and \T*\2^l~a^y are linearly dependent.

(2) a = 1.   The equality in (\3) holds iffTx and y are linearly dependent.

(3) a = 0.   The equality in (\3) holds iff x and T*y are linearly dependent.

REMARK 1. (I3) is obtained in [1, 8, 9] without the proof of the case when

the equality in (I3) holds. As (I3) is equivalent to the following inequality (I4):

\(Tx,y)\ < |||T|Qx|||||T*|1-aj/||, so that one might believe that the equality in (I3)

or (I4) would hold iff |T|2aa; and |T*|2(1_a'j/ are linearly dependent or \T\ax and

\T*\l~ay are linearly dependent. But here we can give a simple counterexample

as follows. In case a = 3, let T — (JJ), x = (j) and y = Q); then \T*\y =

(I) = 2\T\x, namely |T|x and \T*\y are linearly dependent, but \(Tx,y)\2 = 36 ^

(\T\x,x)(\T*\y,y) = 54. Also we can give an example such that the equality in

(I3) or (I4) does not hold even if |T|x and \T*\1~ay are linearly dependent. We

would like to emphasize that the equality in (I3) or (I4) holds iff |T|2ax and T*y

are linearly dependent iffTx and \T*\2^l~a^y are linearly dependent in case a with

0 < a < 1. Corollary 1 is shown in [4].

REMARK 2. Put a = \ in Corollary 1; then we have the useful inequality

\(Tx,y)\2 < (\T\x,x)(\T*\y,y), the so-called "mixed Schwarz inequality" [6] as an

extension of \(Tx,y)\2 < (Tx,x)(Ty,y) for positive operator T. By Corollary 1,

the equality in this mixed Schwarz inequality holds iff |T|x and T*y are linearly

dependent iff Tx and \T*\y are linearly dependent.

3. Proofs of the results. In order to show the results, we need the following

THEOREM A. For any xi ,x2, ■ ■ ■ ,xn e H, letGn be the determinant of a square

matrix of order n defined by Gn = \((x3,xk))\.  Then

0<G„<||x1||2||x2||2---||xn||2.

On the left-hand side, equality holds if and only if xi:x2,... ,x„ are linearly depen-

dent. On the right-hand side, equality holds if and only if xi, x2,..., xn are mutual

orthogonal or {xi,x2,...,xn} contains the zero vector.

The right-hand side inequality in Theorem A is Hadamard's theorem, and the

left-hand side inequality in Theorem A is well known and can be considered as a gen-

eralization of Schwarz inequality. Many ingenious and elegant proofs of Hadamard's

theorem have been given by many authors (for example, [2, 5, 7, 11])-

LEMMA. Let T = U\T\ be the polar decomposition of T, where U means the

partial isometry and \T\ = (T'T)1/2 with N(U) = N(\T\), where N(S) denotes the

kernel of an operator S.  Then, for any positive number p,

(i) |T*|P = Í7|T|PC/*.

PROOF. First of all, we state the following obvious but important relation (*):

(*) N(Sq) = N(S) for any positive operator S and for any positive number q.

As U*U is the initial projection, then we have U*U\T\q = \T\q for any positive

number q because the relation (*) for |T| yields R(\T\i) = R(\T\). Then

|T*|2 = TT* = U\T\ \T\U* = U\T\U*U\T\U* = (U\T\U*)2,
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so |T*| = U\T\U* since U\T\U* is positive. By induction, we have |T*|"/m =

U\T\n/mU* for any natural number m and n because U*U\T\q = \T\q; then the

continuity of T yields |T*|P = U\T\PU* by attending n/m —► p, so the proof of (i)

is complete.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. (l)0<a<l. In Theorem A, wereplacexi by |T|Qxi,

and xk by \T\ßU*xk for k — 2,3,..., n, and for any positive number a and ß with

a + ß = 1. Then, by the Lemma we have the following:

(\T\axi, \T\ßU*xk) = (U\T\xi,xk) = (Txi,xk)     for k = 2,3,... ,n,

(\T\ßU*x3, \T\9U*xk) = (U\T\2ßU*Xj,xk) = (\T*\2ßx,, xk)     for /,k = 2,3,...,n.

By Theorem A and the Lemma, we have

0 < G„ < |||T|ax1||2|||T|/5t7*x2||2|||T|/?i/*x3||2 ■ ■ • |||T|^l/*x„||2

= \\\T\axl\\2\\\T*\ßx2\\2\\\T*\ßx3\\2---\\\T*\ßxn\\2.

Gn = 0 iff |T|ax,, |T|/3[/*x2, |T|/?[/*x3,...,|T|/3[/*x„ are linearly dependent by

Theorem A iff |T|2ax,, \T\U*x2, \T\U*x3,..., |T|?7*xn are linearly dependent by

the relation (*) for |T| iff (D,): Sx(a) = {\T\2axi,T*x2,T*x3,... ,T*xn} is a

system of linearly dependent vectors.

On the other hand, G„ = 0 iff \T\axu \T\ßU*x2, \T\ßU*x3,..., \T\ßU*xn are lin-

early dependent iff |T|xi, \T\2ßU*x2, \T\2ßU*x3,..., \T\2ßU*xn are linearly depen-

dent by the relation (*) for |T|, equivalently, U\T\xu U\T\2ßU*x2, lT|T|2/3í7*X3, ...,

U\T\2ßU*xn are linearly dependent by (*) for |T| and N(U) = N(\T\) iff (D2):

S2(ß) = {Txi, \T*\2ßx2, \T*\2ßx3,..., |T*|2"x„} is a system of linearly dependent

vectors by (i) of the Lemma. Therefore, (Di) holds iff (D2) holds.

The proof of equality for the right-hand side of (Ii) follows by Theorem A and

the argument stated above in the first half of the proof, so the proof of the case

(1) is complete. The proofs of the case (2) a — 1 and (3) a — 0 are obvious, so we

omit them. Hence we have finished the proof of Theorem 1.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. (1) 0 < a < 1. In Theorem A, we replace x2fc by

\T\ßU*x2k for k — 1,2,... ,n, and x2fc_i by \T\ax2k-i for k — 1,2,..., n, and for

any positive number a and ß with a + ß = 1. Then, by the Lemma we have the

following:

(\T\ßU*x2j,\T\ßU*x2k = (U\T\2ßU*x2j,x2k) = (\T*\2ßx2],x2k),

(\T\ax2j-i,\T\ßU*x2k) = (U\T\x2j-i,x2k) = (Tx2j_i,x2k)

for j,k = 1,2,..., n. By Theorem A and the Lemma, we have

0 < G2n < |||T|ax1||2|||T|^*x2||2|||T|QX3||2|||r|%*x4||2

•••|||T|öx2il_1||2|||T|/JC/*x2ri||2

= |||T|Qx1||2|||T*|^2||2|||T|ax3||2|||T*|'?X4||2---|||r|Qx2n_1||2|||T*|^2n||2.

The proofs of the left-hand side and right-hand side of the equality in (I2) are

given by the same way as in the proofs of Theorem 1, so we omit them. The proofs

of the case a — 1 and a — 0 are obvious, so we omit them. Hence we have finished

the proof of Theorem 2.

PROOF OF COROLLARY l. The proof follows by the left-hand side inequality

of Theorem 1 or Theorem 2.
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Other generalizations of the Heinz inequality were obtained in [1 and 10]. Results

in this paper would remain valid for unbounded operators under slight modifica-

tions.

The author would like to express his thanks to the referee for valuable comm-

ments.
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